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This is what a vibrant MTB culture can do:

 is a lifetime activity
 activity suitable for individuals, families, groups
 turns kids on to cycling
 a trail volunteer culture that benefits all users
 addresses nature deficit disorder
 provides positive, needed “risky play”
 addresses the inactivity crisis --particularly the lack of 

vigorous activity. 



  

 act as a magnet which draws/keeps mobile 
professionals

 revitalize resource-town economies (see BC, VT, 
NC, CO, Scotland..)

 rapidly growing destination tourism activity (QC, 
BC, AB, NC, CO, CA, VT, NH, PA, Switzerland, 
France, Italy, NZ, Scotland..)

This is what a vibrant MTB culture can do:



  

Highlight #1: Keppoch



  

Keppoch

Images from thekeppoch.ca



  

Highlight #2: Kentville-Wolfville
..a developing super-axis for MTB...

● Kentville Gorge Trails and Skills Park (now supported by Town)
● Wolfville Reservoir Trails and Skills Park (new trails for MTB)
● Nearby Animundi Trails and Woodville Trails
● Programming and Events i



  

Highlight #3: McIntosh Run (in process)

Halifax 
Mainland



  

Elements for a vibrant MTB culture

 Singletrack is nearby 
 Singletrack is mapped, signed, 'findable'.
 A range of trails. 

 Extreme trails that push the skill and/or fitness of 
the best

 Easier trails

 Report Card: Progress made, but we (NS) 
have a LONG way to go for many parts of the 
Province.



  

The Big Challenges: Trails in iconic 
natural landscapes

Hangover Trail, Arizona



  

The Big Challenges: 
Trails in iconic natural landscapes

hikesilike.wordpress.com

We have iconic landscapes!!We have iconic landscapes!!



  

The Big Challenges: 
Long trails for epic experiences

Scotland Coast-to-Coast



  

Questions?
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